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Value Stack Calculator Training



Welcome and Context

In 2017, the New York Public Service Commission established the Value Stack methodology to 
compensate distributed energy resources (DERs) for energy provided to the grid

The Value Stack is a nuanced tariff structure to value energy based on both when and where it is 
injected to the grid

NYSERDA and E3 developed a calculator tool to help developers estimate project revenue under the 
Value Stack

This calculator is available in two versions, for projects that qualified for the Value Stack on or before July 26, 2018 
(“Phase One”), and those that have qualified since (“Phase Two”)

A prior presentation and training for the Value Stack Calculator from 2019 is available on NYSERDA’s 
website, on the NY-Sun: Value Stack Resources subpage

This training is intended as a supplementary update to accompany the Value Stack Calculator Phase 
Two Version 3.0



Agenda

Review of the Value Stack

Model Overview

Using the Value Stack Calculator: Sample Model Runs

• Community Distributed Generation (CDG) 

• Remote Crediting with Solar and Storage 

• Behind-the-Meter Solar with On-site Load (Small customer)

• Standalone Storage



Disclaimer

NYSERDA has provided the Value Stack Calculator as a tool to help developers understand the Value 
Stack Tariff and estimate project revenues. Estimated project revenue modeled by the calculator is 
not guaranteed by NYSERDA and is heavily dependent on user-input factors – actual project revenue 
will be based on variables including weather and future market rates for energy and capacity.



Chapter 1:
The Value Stack

Components and Resources



What is the Value Stack?

The Value Stack is a successor tariff to Net Metering in New York State, and serves to determine the 
value of energy provided to the electrical grid by DERs

VDER provides customers with monetary rather than volumetric energy credits for the electricity their 
resources produce.  Compensation takes the form of utility bill credits rather than cash payments to 
project owners.

Each individual benefit provided by DERs is recognized as a separate component – together, they 
make up the ‘Value Stack’

Different project technologies may be eligible for different combinations of value stack components.



Value Stack Components



NYSERDA’s Value Stack Website

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-
Resources

Navigate by NY-Sun → Contractors → The Value Stack, or search engine

Includes:

> Links to Value Stack Orders

> Summary presentations/webinar recordings (including this training!)

> FAQs

> Incentive tranche updates 

> Links to utility monthly filings

> VDER Order source documents, etc.

> Link to VDER Calculator subpage

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Value-Stack-Resources
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Value-Stack-Resources


NYSERDA’s Value Stack Calculator Website

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-ofDistributed-Energy-
Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator

Includes:

> “Phase Two” and “Phase One” VDER calculator files

> Revision notes

> Sign up for email notifications

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-ofDistributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-ofDistributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator


Chapter 2:
Model Overview



The Value Stack Calculator

Free, Excel-based model developed by E3 and NYSERDA

Answers the question: “What is the estimated value of energy produced by my solar or storage 
system?”

Includes explanation of value stack components, documentation of source data, and visualization of 
results for a user-input project

Updated periodically to address revisions to the Value Stack tariff and new available market data

Separated into “Phase One” and “Phase Two” VDER versions

Models solar (front-of-the-meter and behind-the-meter), PV+storage where the storage is charged by 
solar, and standalone, front-of-the-meter storage.

Standalone storage is a new functionality with Rev 3.0 (for all utilities). Users must provide relevant 
details to estimate revenues and charging costs.



The Value Stack Calculator Does Not

Include a full project financial pro forma for an individual project

The calculator does not account for project costs, incentives or tax credits, contract structures, non-VDER tariffs, etc.

Guarantee of future project revenue

The calculator is a modeling/estimating tool.  Actual bill credits will be calculated by the utility

This model is not compatible with behind-the-meter storage



Summary of Key Changes in v3.0

• Merged the functionality of the Standalone Storage calculator with the Solar Value Stack Calculator

• Existing model inputs remain largely unchanged, but have been re-organized to accommodate the new inputs for 
front-of-the-meter standalone storage

• A standalone storage dispatch module has been added, incorporating utility retail rates for charging costs. Energy 
dispatch logic for solar or solar + storage projects remains unchanged from the prior version

• Calculation flow through the workbook has been modified slightly to allow for an updated Storage tab summarizing 
results of either solar + storage (“Hybrid Storage”) or stand-alone storage dispatch

• Model outputs now incorporate charging costs for stand-alone storage and include additional charts for visualizing 
results 

• Model documentation has been updated to address stand-alone storage inputs and eligibility for value stack 
components

• Added 2023 historic LBMP (energy) pricing, historic 2023 ICAP pricing, and 2023 LSRV hours

• No changes to DRV or E Value as these value stack items have not changed in the past year

• Solar generation curves within the calculator were adjusted as needed to maintain the calculator’s functionality, but 
new profiles have not been added in v3.0



Updated v3.0 Value Stack Calculator

• Incorporates standalone storage dispatch with grid 

charging costs (rather than charging from solar only)

• Updated layout and additional retail 

rate section

• New standalone storage functionality

• Improved visualization

• Now incorporates grid charging costs for standalone storage

Cover

Documentation

User Inputs

Summary Outputs

Detailed Outputs

New! Storage Outputs

Renamed  Hybrid Storage

New! Standalone Storage

Solar Profile

New! Retail Rates

On-site Loads

Energy

Losses

Capacity

DRV

LSRV

LSRV Hours

Community Credits

Value Stack 

Calculator Tabs

Remain 

Unchanged

Key Update Considerations:

 Maintain familiar user functionality

 Provide nuanced dispatch modeling for both solar + storage 

and stand-alone storage projects

 Recognize differences in Value Stack Component eligibility for 

stand-alone storage projects

 Expand database of utility retail rates for user selection

Updated



Tips, Do’s, and Don’ts

The Documentation tab is a key resource – give it a read before using the calculator! 

The first input is the most important – Be sure to select the appropriate Project Type

Double-check LSRV eligibility with hosting capacity map and/or utility monthly filings. 

Most LSRV zones have been fully allocated. 

If in ConEdison territory, double-check the CSRP window with the most recent year’s CSRP map

Found on ConEdison’s Smart Usage Rewards for Aggregators page. 2024 map available here

Keep in mind how on-site projects receive benefits

If under 750kWac, choice of net metering or value stack

kWh consumed onsite offset retail purchases (so double check the customer’s retail rate). 

kWh exported to the grid receive the value stack

Remember that project revenue does not necessarily equal developer’s revenue

For a PPA with 10% customer savings, the customer will only pay the developer 90% of the values in the “Summary 
Outputs” tab

https://www.coned.com/en/save-money/rebates-incentives-tax-credits/rebates-incentives-tax-credits-for-commercial-industrial-buildings-customers/smart-usage-rewards
https://www.coned.com/-/media/files/coned/documents/save-energy-money/rebates-incentives-tax-credits/smart-usage-rewards/networks-and-tiers.pdf


Tips, Do’s, and Don’ts

Consider – do I want an optimistic, a conservative, or a best-guess estimate of revenue?

Think carefully about escalators – they compound a lot over a 25-year cashflow!

Double check your inputs and units (for instance kW vs MW)

If uncertain of what inputs mean, look to the notes on the right side of the User Inputs tab or to the 
Documentation tab for help

Send calculator questions or feedback to vder@nyserda.ny.gov

Password to unlock the calculator is nysun

Provided for the purposes of tracing formulae



Chapter 3:
Using the Value Stack Calculator

Sample Model Runs



Sample Model Runs

Updated Model Overview

1. Community Distributed Generation (CDG) – National Grid

2. Remote Crediting with Solar and Storage – ConEdison

3. Behind-the-Meter Solar with On-site Load (Small customer) – Orange & Rockland

4. Standalone Storage – ConEdison





Community Distributed Generation (CDG)

National Grid CDG System
7.5MW DC system, 5MW AC

Fixed tilt system under ICAP Alternative 1:

Year 1 credits = ?

Single-axis tracking system under ICAP Alternative 2:

Year 1 credits = ?



Community Distributed Generation (CDG)

Insert Screen Recording



Community Distributed Generation (CDG)

Fixed tilt 
system 
under ICAP 
Alternative 1

Single-axis 
tracking 
system 
under ICAP 
Alternative 2



Community Distributed Generation (CDG)

National Grid CDG System
7.5MW DC system

Fixed tilt system under ICAP Alternative 1:

Year 1 credits = $1,112,801

NPV: $12,753,587

Single-axis tracking system under ICAP Alternative 2:

Year 1 credits = $1,248,324

NPV: $14,252,765



Remote Crediting with Solar and Storage 

ConEdison System with Remote Crediting
1 MWdc of PV, 800kWac interconnection limit, no on-site load, 2-6PM peaking window

Year 1 revenue = ?

Add 200kW, 4-hr battery, under ICAP Alternative 2

Year 1 revenue = ?



Remote Crediting with Solar and Storage 

Insert Screen Recording



Behind-the-Meter Solar with On-site Load

O&R small commercial customer with on-site load
40kW DC system 

Customer currently consumes 50,000kWh/year at $0.14/kWh

A) Solar reduces customer’s O&R bill purchases by $ ?  /  yr

B) Solar provides value stack credits of $ ? /yr

C) Customer’s annual savings from solar (bill savings + value stack credits) = A+B



Insert Screen Recording

Behind-the-Meter Solar with On-site Load



Stand-alone Storage

ConEdison stand-alone storage customer
1000kW, 4-hr battery system under ICAP Alternative 3

Year 1 revenue = ?

Year 1 charging cost = ?

Year 1 net revenue = ?



Stand-alone Storage

Insert Screen Recording



Thank you!
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